
Assembly notice

Precaution
 The various parts must be handled with care
 Any impact may cause damage to the table
 Two people are needed to assemble this table
 It is advisable to assemble it on a towel or 

sheet to protect it from stains and scratches.


Tool
 Cross-headed screwdrive
 Key of 17




Access the internal parts 
of the table.  
Position the screws in the 
nuts provided, then 
tighten.
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Place the table legs 
facing each other and 
turn them over.

43 Place the table top on the legs (with the 
head of the table level with the widest 
leg).

Assemble the two column pedestals 
and the KIBOS by screwing them 
together from the inside.

*See page 5 for the KIBOS socket.

Raise both feet simultaneously.
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Connect the two column plugs (located in 
the table legs), pressing firmly to ensure 
contact.

Place the mattress by clipping it onto 
the tray

*Go to page 5 for the heating system *See page 5 for the sound system
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Pass the power cable through the opening in the leg to 
position it under the table. 



Plug in the table and lower and then raise the table 
completely to synchronise the columns.
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Place the cover under the table 
backrest



The table is now assembled !

If you encounter a problem during assembly, 

please contact us on +33 1 87 66 51 55



The manufacturer declines all responsibilitý in any damage caused by 
failure to follow the installation instructions in this document.



Système 
chauffant

Pass the foot control cable through the 
opening in the foot to position it under 
the table.

Place the first speaker on the head section 
and the second on the body section and 
connect them to the Atman amp (Red to red / 
Black to black).

Instructions for options

Foot control

Sound 
system

Position the box between 
the two pedestals. Connect 
the cable to the socket and 
pass it through the opening 
in the foot.

KIBOS 
connector

Heating 
system

Connect the male and female plugs of 
the heating system (present in the 
mattress) then connect them to the 
power supply box.


